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Abstract : Outlier detection can be treated as a classification problem with the availability of a training data set
with class labels. In a typical medical cancer dataset ,  it is possible to apply a classification based outlier
detection method by the consideration of samples available with class information. The general idea of
classification-based outlier detection method is to train a classification model that can distinguish normal data
from outliers [7].  In the previous work, it was implemented and evaluated some of the classification based
outlier detection algorithms and found that some algorithm provided better sensitivity and some algorithm
provided better specificity [30]. By combining the better part of this classification algorithms, we design a
hybrid classification algorithm. In this work, we proposed a Knn-C4.5 hybrid classification algorithm and
evaluated the performance of outlier detection. The results clearly show that the impact of such hybridizing
significantly improved the overall classification performance to a considerable level.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Outliers in Data

Outlier is an observation that deviating from others in a random sample, which represents the unique characteristic
of the object. This work mainly concentrated on the study of classification algorithms in data mining for the detection
of outliers in high dimensional cancer datasets. The distance between objects may be heavily dominated by noise
as dimensionality increases[7].

Problem Specification

If a training data set with class labels ,such as “normal” and “outliers”, are available , then a  classifier can be
modeled and any new data can be classified based on that training model[7].The performance of classification
algorithm can be improved by proposing  a hybrid classification approach  using K-NN and C4.5 algorithms.

2. MODELING HYBRID CLASSIFICATION BASED OUTLIER DETECTION SYSTEM

A. Outlier Detection Methods

The popular outlier detection methods are statistical,proximity-based, supervised, semi-supervised
andunsupervised.In statistical methods, any data that not following the data normality is treated as outlier.  But in
proximity-based method, the proximity of outlier object to its neighbors is significantly different from the proximity
of objects to most of the objects in the data set [7].

In supervised outlier detection methods, a new data instance is compared against a predicative model build
around training data set for normal and outlier classes. But, in semi-supervised, the new data instance which will not
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satisfy the condition when compared with a model constructed only on normal class is treated as outlier.  In
unsupervised method,the training data is not available,and so it treats the data instances which are frequent or
closely related as normal and other are outliers

Limitations in using Old Methods

The classical method such as Grubb’s test is not suitable for Wisconsin Breast Cancer multidimensional dataset
because it uses univariate normal data set and most of the points are treated as outliers.

B. Classification Based Methods

In this work we address some of the classification based outlier detection methods.
Advantages of using Classification Based Outlier Detection Model
The main advantage of classification based outlier detection is to train a classification-based model and compare

the objects to be examined against the model developed from the training data. So the quality of the method heavily
depends on the availability and quality of training data sets.

C. The Used Classification Algorithms

(a) C4.5 Classifier

Interactive Dichotomizer-3 is the one of the earliest algorithm for building Decision Trees based on the concept
of information gain. C4.5 is an extension of ID-3 in which classification is based on numerical attributes, and
missing or noisy data can be incorporated via pruning [13].It is a non backtracking  approach such a way that trees
are constructed in top-down recursive divide-and-conquer manner.By considering values of one attribute at a
time, a decision tree algorithm creates a model.First up all, it arranges dataset on the attribute’s value and find
theleaves from the dataset as a region that clearly contain only one class. The algorithm select another attribute
from the remaining regions and continue the branching until itproduces all leaves .The attribute with highest information
gain is selected for partition.

C4.5 avoids the over fitting of training data and uses the Gain Ratio instead of information Gain, as below:
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The algorithm K-Nearest Neighbors, nearest measurement refers to Euclidean distance between two
instances;assign the instance to the class the majority of k-nearest neighbors belong to.The Euclidean distance
between ti and tj is

D(ti, tj) =  2
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Where, k denoted as the number of attributes in each data instance

D. The Model of the Precision and Recall Based Hybrid Outlier Detection System

The main idea of this hybrid classification model is as follows:. Some classification algorithms are capable of
identifying benign data in a better manner and some algorithms are capable of identifying malignant data (or outlier)
in a better manner. So to achieve the high classification accuracy, we propose to combine these two characteristics
of two different classification algorithms. For example, if KNN is capable of identifying benign records and C4.5
is capable of identifying the malignant records in a better manner, then by combine the class labels provided by
these two classifier, the resultant class label will be much accurate than the two.
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The outline of the proposed Hybrid classification Model

• Classify the data using algorithm 1 and find the classification labels L1

• Classify the data using algorithm 2 and find the classification labels L2

• Let L1 be the set of class labels Provided by algorithm 1 which is capable of identifying benign records
with greater accuracy

• L1 = { LB1 , LM1 } where LB1 are the indexes of Benign records and LM1 are the indexes of the
Malignant records provided by algorithm 1

• Let L2 be the set of class labels Provided by algorithm 2 which is capable of identifying malignant records
with greater accuracy

• L2 = { LB2 , LM2 } where LB2 are the indexes of Benign records and LM2 are the indexes of the
Malignant records provided by algorithm 2

• Combine L1 and L2 in such a way to produce L3 = {LB1, LM2}, which will has higher accuracy than
both L1 and L2.

The following Diagram shows the outline of the precision and recall based hybrid outlier detection system that
we are going to construct and test in this work. .

Fig. 1. The Precision and Recall Based Hybrid Outlier Detection System
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3.  THE EVALUATION

The performance of the classification algorithms under evaluation were tested with “Wisconsin Breast Cancer
Database (WBCD)” obtained from the UCI online machine-learning repository at http://www.ics.uci.edu/~mlearn/
MLRepository.html. It is summarized in Table 1 and consists of 699 instances taken from fine needle aspirates
(FNA) of human breast tissue. The measurements are assigned an integer value between 1 and 10, with 1 being the
closest to benign and 10 the most anaplastic. This dataset contains 16 instances with missing attributes’ values and
so the remaining 683 samples are taken for use [19].

Table1. Summary of the WBCD dataset

Attribute Possible values

Clump thickness Integer 1–10

Uniformity of cell size Integer 1–10

Uniformity of cell shape Integer 1–10

Marginal adhesion Integer 1–10

Single epithelial cell size Integer 1–10

Bare nuclei Integer 1–10

Bland chromatin Integer 1–10

Normal nucleoli Integer 1–10

Mitoses Integer 1–10

Class Benign (65.5%),

Malignant (34.5%)

Metrics Used For Evaluation

To evaluate the classification algorithms under consideration, the two measures are  Rand Index and Run Time .

(a) Total Run Time

Even though the total run time is the sum of time required for training and the time required for testing ,here we
compare the CPU times only. We consider only the time taken for training because the time taken for training is the
very much higher than the time required for testing the network with same number of records.

The Metrics and Validation Method Used for Performance Evaluation

 The characteristics of the data determine the algorithm’s performance and are measured with metrics Sensitivity,
Specificity, Accuracy, Precision, F_Score, and Error Rate.

(A) Confusion Matrix

A confusion matrix showsthe performance of classifier and the type of classification errors a classifier makes.
The format of a typical confusion matrix is shown below.

Predicted Class
Positives Negatives Actual Class
p q Positives
r s Negatives

Fig. 2. A confusion matrix.
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The breakdown of a confusion matrix is as follows:
• p is the number of positive examples correctly classified (True Positives –TP)
• q is the number of positive examples misclassified as negative(False Negatives -FN)
• r is the number of negative examples misclassified as positive(False Positives –FP, those do not belong to

a class but were allocated to it)
• s is the number of negative examples correctly classified(True Negatives –TN ,those  belong to a class but

were not allocated to it).

(B) The Metrics

Sensitivity & Specificity

Sensitivity = Recall = p/(p + q)  = 
TP

TP + FN

Specificity = r/(r + s) = 
TP

TN + FP

Accuracy, positive predicative Value, F-Score and Error Rate

Accuracy =
TP + TN

,
TP + FP + TN + FN

PPV = Precision = 
TP

TP + FP

F_Score =
PPV*Recall

2 × ,
PPV + Recall

Errorrate =
FP + FN

TP +_ FP + TN + FN

(C) Validation Methods

The performance of the classifier is evaluated using the k-fold cross validation method.. The initial data are
randomly partitioned into k mutually exclusive subsets d1,d2,…,dk, with approximately equal in size. The training
and testing is performed k times. In order to obtain the first model, the subsets d2, …, dk is  selected  as the training
set, which is tested on d1; the next iteration is trained in subsets d1, d3,…, dk and tested on d2; and so no.

4. THE RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

About the Implementation

We have developed the proposed hybrid classification model based on outlier detection software using Mathlab
version7.4.0 (R2007a)  and incorporated it with the standard fspackage of Matlab.

In the second plot, it clearly shows that the benign records are grouped together and form a distinct cluster.
The red points that are deviating from the black cluster are the outliers which signifies the malignant nature of
that case.

Fig. 3. The Plot of WBDC Data Clearly Showing the Benign Cluster and Malignant Outliers.
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Table 2. The Performance of  Normal and Proposed Hybrid Classification Algorithm

Algorithm Precision % F-Score% Sensitivity % Specificity % Accuracy % Error Rate %

k-Neighbourhood 96.07 96.66 97.31 92.23 95.57 4.43

C4.5 Classifier 96.18 95.82 95.58 92.60 94.53 5.47

kNN-C4.5 98.13 96.54 95.10 96.43 95.59 4.41

The above table lists the performance of the algorithm with respect to different metrics. In fact, each value is
a average of 10 trials. In each trial we did a 10- fold validation. So, each table cell value is the average of 100
separate runs with different training and testing data sets. Even though dimensionality reduction techniques and
feature selection techniques will lead to better performance, in our experiments, we didn’t use any dimensionality
reduction techniques and feature selection techniques. Because, we just want to examine the real improvement in
performance only due to the hybrid classification idea. We have selected two classification algorithms to make this
hybrid since one is providing better sensitivity and another is providing better specificity. So we are only interested
in evaluating the improvement in performance.

The following bar charts are showing the performance of the algorithms. They clearly show the difference in
performance with respect to different metrics.

The following bar chart shows the performance of the algorithm in terms of Accuracy. In this case, accuracy
measures the capability of the algorithms to correctly identify the normal as well as outliers in the data. As shown in
the graph, with respect to accuracy, the proposed kNN-C4.5 hybrid algorithm performed well. It means, proposed
kNN-C4.5 hybrid algorithm is capable of marking normal as well as the outliers correctly better than other two
algorithms.

Fig. 4. The Accuracy Chart.

The following bar chart shows the performance of the algorithm in terms of f-score. In this case, f-score
measures the capability of the algorithms to correctly identify the normal as well as outliers in the data. As shown in
the graph, with respect to f-score, the proposed kNN-C4.5 hybrid algorithm performed well. It means, proposed
kNN-C4.5 hybrid algorithm is capable of marking normal as well as the outliers correctly better than other two
algorithms.
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Fig. 5. The F-Score Chart.

The following bar chart shows the performance of the algorithm in terms of precision. The Positive predictive
value (PDV, ) or  Precision is measures the capability of the algorithms to correctly identify the positives in the data.
As shown in the graph, with respect to precision, the proposed kNN-C4.5 hybrid algorithm performed well.

Fig. 6. The Precision Chart.

The following bar chart shows the performance of the algorithm in terms of error rate. In this case, error rate
measures how much the algorithm wrongly identifies both the normal as well as outliers in the data. As shown in the
graph, with respect to error rate, the proposed kNN-C4.5 hybrid algorithm performed well. It means, the lower
value of error rate signifies that proposed kNN-C4.5 hybridalgorithm is making less error while identifying the
malignant as well as outlier data.

Fig. 7. The Error Rate Chart.
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The following bar chart shows the performance of the algorithm in terms of specificity. In this case, specificity
measures the proportion of normal records that are correctly identified. As shown in the graph, with respect to
specificity, the proposed kNN-C4.5 hybrid algorithm performed well.

Fig. 8. The Specificity Chart.

The following bar chart shows the performance of the algorithm in terms of sensitivity or recall. In this case,
sensitivity or recall measures the proportion of actual malignant records that are correctly identified as outliers. As
shown in the graph, with respect to sensitivity or recall, the proposed kNN-C4.5 hybrid algorithm performed little
bit poor. It doesn’t mean its overall performance is poor – it means, it is performing good in identifying the outliers
by missing some normal records.

Fig. 9.The Sensitivity/Recall Chart.

The following bar chart shows the time consumed for the classifier. Even though the proposed hybrid classifier
consumed little bit higher time, it provided good improvement with respect to other metrics. So, this slight increase
in time can be neglected.
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Fig. 10.The CPU Time Chart.

5. CONCLUSION

The hybrid classification based outlier detection algorithm under Matlab is implemented and also evaluated its
performance using different metrics.  In this work, it has been  arrived significant and comparable results. The table
and graphs in the previous section shows the overall results [30].

In this work, the performance of knn - C4.5 hybrid classifier for outlier detection is evaluated and the results
clearly show that the impact of hybrid technique on the cancer dataset is significantly improving the overall classification
performance.

Further, we may address the possibility of improving the classification algorithm using a good distance metric
or good neighborhood relationship function and with much suitable hybrid classification. Future works may address
these issues and improve the performance of the outlier detection in cancer data.
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